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This project is focussed on underpinning the success of high-throughput instruments that drive next-
generation clinical diagnostics as well as modern academic research and industrial R&D. There is a 
fundamental disconnect between their needs and state-of-the-art AI and data science methodology. 
While the methods developed will be generally applicable to a number of different problems, in this 
studentship we will exemplar on biomarker discovery with mass spectrometry (MS). The use of MS 
to characterise proteins, metabolites and fats in biological samples has become a cornerstone 
method for understanding disease. To realise their promise for diagnostic and prognostic clinical 
biomarker discovery, a number of large-scale facilities have been launched to reliably profile the 
content of thousands of clinical samples per month, including the largest in the UK, our collaborators 
the Stoller Biomarker Discovery Centre (http://www.biomarkers.manchester.ac.uk/about/sbdc/). In 
this PhD studentship we will work with the Stoller and industrial collaborators SCIEX to apply novel 
methods to huge MS datasets for clinical biomarker discovery. Supported by this multi-disciplinary 
team, the student themselves will need no prior experience in biology or analytical chemistry. 
The advent of HPC, GPUs and deep learning allow us to directly learn from raw data in the form of 
photos, video, medical images, etc. to great effect. However, similar advancements have not 
materialised for quantitative modalities, where the datapoints represent highly convoluted mixtures 
of non-negative signals of interest and where the magnitude of these elemental signals – their 
quantity – is just as important as their discovery. Scalable deep learning architecture (with 
autoencoders, convolutional neural networks - CNNs, etc.) has not been designed for this goal. In 
pipelines for quantitative data, raw data (potentially terabytes across 1000s of samples) instead pass 
through (often ad-hoc) signal processing stages for feature detection before modern AI and statistics 
can be employed for inference/prediction. This workflow precludes handling of convoluted signals 
so only low hanging fruit is extracted1. Another reason why many AI approaches perform poorly is 
that the raw data in most of these modalities is count-limited and regularly represented by far too 
few events for Gaussian noise assumptions to hold – often including the interesting part of the data 
such as trace-level biomarkers or critical rare events. Finally, many signals are more convoluted 
than others and hence much harder to quantify; through our seaMass-S Bayesian modelling 
methodology we have shown that sensitive, unbiased biomarker discovery is reliant on direct 
handling of this imbalance in uncertainty: 
(https://research-information.bris.ac.uk/en/publications/uncertainty-aware-protein-level-
quantification-and-differential-e ; https://github.com/biospi/seaMass; Figure 1ab)2.  
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Figure 1: (a) seaMass-Σ hierarchical Bayesian model uncentainty is propagated downstream 
e.g. PCA for clustering clinical samples (contours are 68% and 95% credible quantiles). Hence 
poorly collected or run samples influence the result far less than in (b) where this was not done. 
(c) Intact protein MS data is a complex mixture due to highly overlapping signals from different 
charge states. (d) Using a library of known signals, seaMass-⍺ deconvolution reveals numerous 
‘proteoform’ entities e.g. phosphorylations and lactosylation [manuscript in preparation].
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We have demonstrated for the first time that statistical methods, working at the level of the raw 
quantitative MS data, discovers substantial amounts of differentially expressed signals at trace levels 
undetectable by the leading commercial tools3. By basing our seaMass-a approach on novel high-
dimensional sparse Poisson inference with a highly optimised Intel MKL implementation, we can 
quantify mixtures of millions of candidate signals over billions of datapoints 
(https://github.com/biospi/seaMass-alpha; Figure 1cd). seaMass-a relies on a pre-built library of 
characterised signals for fitting4, but in reality, huge numbers of biological entities are either not 
characterised yet (e.g. differently spliced genes and unsequenced genomes) or their consideration 
would lead to a combinatorial explosion in library size. 
Two potential studentship projects are proposed: in the first we will establish new biomarker 
discovery methodology by fusing topic modelling at scale with open-set identification 
techniques, and in the second we will devise powerful new methods for false discovery rate 
(FDR) control so that each candidate biomarker can be precisely assessed for statistical 
certainty.  

 PhD Topic 1: Statistical deep learning model for quantitative data 

The aim of this studentship is to develop scalable statistical AI methodology that can be trained to 
jointly predict the entities present in raw quantitative data and their quantifications (Figure 2) – In this 
studentship we will specifically focus on proteomics MS data (Figure 2a). For interpretability and to 
intrinsically handle convoluted mixtures of both known and unknown entities, a latent dictionary of 
elemental ‘building block’ signals will be learnt during training. For this the natural approach is matrix 
factorisation, a long studied problem with recent deep approaches popular in e.g. recommender 
systems5. For direct quantitative interpretability, however, both the derived dictionary and derived 
weights need to be non-negative. 
Count-based approaches for non-negative matrix factorisation – Poisson Factorisation and Topic 
Modelling – have found widespread use in text mining to model documents of word counts as a 
weighted mixture of derived topics. Classically, each document in a corpus is modelled as a bag of 
words represented as a large matrix specifying the frequency of each word in each document. The 
aim of the topic model is to factorise this matrix into two, one which describes a set of unique topics, 
which are probability distributions across the space of words, and another which describes the 
importance of each topic in each document. This underlying model and our problem are the same: 
‘bag of words’ representation is equivalent to spectral representations of quantitative data, whether 
the intensities are direct ion, photon or other counts, or indirectly by Fourier transform (i.e. some MS 
and spectroscopy techniques). ‘Topics’ are equivalent our ‘elemental signals’, which are similarly 
defined on the simplex, while a non-zero ‘importance’ weight results in a quantification for that signal. 
The seminal topic modelling approach, Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), utilises Dirichlet priors to 
model the distribution of words to topics and topics to documents. Hierarchical and multilayer deep 
models have been proposed; recent contributions borrow strength by connecting topic layers via 
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Figure 2: Proposed deep learning model for quantitative data. New scalable topic model 
methodology aims to demix modes of variation in the spectral dimension (CNN employed in 
other dimensions). Planned challenge applications focus on raw data from (a) proteomics mass 
spectrometry, (b) imaging mass cytometry, and (c) molecular spectroscopy. Unsupervised or 
semi-supervised paradigms will be followed. For supervised learning, based on gold or silver 
standard annotations, neural net layers guide the topic model to quantitatively predict variables 
of interest, and/or metric learning is used to distinguish between a large open-set of entities.
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binary units to enable learning of high-order statistics and structured correlations6 or by recursively 
feeding the importance matrix as input for a next layer topic model7. The latter is a key requirement 
for our framework as otherwise we could not represent convoluted signals that share common 
substructure. The former and other possibilities will be investigated for modalities such as molecular 
spectroscopy where it may be suitable for modelling nonlinear interactions between signals.  
In standard Dirichlet priors every word has a non-zero contribution to each topic, and every topic has 
a non-zero contribution to each document. However, since most quantitative modalities were 
designed to separate out signals in a particular domain, we expect signals to be localised to a subset 
of the spectrum, and each spectrum to contain only a subset of possible quantified signals (across 
potentially vast signal libraries). Without exploiting this sparsity, topic models will not scale to our 
application. Hence we will investigate doubly-sparse models8 combined with a recent GraphBLAS 
(http://graphblas.org/) implementations for fast sparse-sparse matrix multiplication. 
Data representing ‘pure’ entities (e.g. libraries of a-priori characterised peptides in proteomics MS) 
will be used to derive an embedding space with metric learning techniques9 to enable open-set 
identification; which will give the topic modelling freedom to optimise topics for both known and 
unknown entities, plus will capture uncertainty in the annotated and unannotated data.  

 PhD Topic 2: False Discovery Rate Control for Quantitative Data 
The current crisis in reproducible research and decision-making demands sound verification of 
assumptions and sound statistical inference; hence a crucial need to provide calibrated false 
discovery rates (FDRs) for our candidate biomarkers. While high-dimensional nonlinear inference 
techniques have seen enormous uptake in data science circles in recent years, it was only possible 
to perform controlled variable selection if accurate p-values could be constructed or assuming 
marginal independence between covariates. Conversely, the recent breakthrough of knockoffs10 
introduces a set of null ‘decoy’ covariates that intrinsically captures correlation between the true 
covariates. This framework controls FDR under any arbitrary correlation structure between 
covariates, does not require any knowledge of the noise level, does not require p-values to be 
supplied, and demonstrates excellent power in comparison to Benjamini-Hochberg and permutation-
based methods because it enables the inference to make better discoveries to start with.  
We have identified that the concept of knockoffs has remarkable similarities with the empirical ‘target-
decoy’ approach used pervasively in proteomics MS for over a decade11. During early proteomics 
there was no way to compute a p-value for a matching the correct peptide fingerprint to a spectrum, 
a task equivalent to regression assuming marginal independence between covariates. Elias & Gygi11 
demonstrated a technique that matched both a ‘target’ database of a-priori known peptide 
fingerprints, and ‘decoys’ that looked like the targets but were not; the FDR was then calculated as 
the proportion of spectra that were best matched by decoys rather than targets. A decoy database 
created by reversing the amino acid sequence of the targets was shown empirically to lead to a 
reasonable FDR estimate. Crucially, knockoffs specifies a full theoretical framework for decoy 
generation that explains why this target-decoy approximation works – each knockoff must be 
designed to be pairwise exchangeable with a specific target, so that if any are swapped, the joint 
covariate distribution does not change. This property ensures decoys look like targets, but it also 
ensures that each decoy, while being a null for its paired target, is probabilistically more similar to it 
than any other target. As illustrated in Figure 2, significantly this also enables FDR control locally 
adaptive to correlations between targets, whereas target-decoy only provides an average FDR 
estimate across all targets. 
The aim of this project is to integrate knockoffs into our seaMass-a framework. The main novelty will 
be the development of a trained embedding space as an ‘atlas’ to infer known entities and their 
quantifications with FDR control. The main focus will be to develop a method for generating ‘Model-
X’ knockoffs by learning the joint covariate distribution of the entities in our metric embedding. Deep 
Generative Models12 and General Adversarial Networks13 have been proposed, as has a generic 
knockoff algorithm that we have noticed is closely related to sequential regression multiple 
imputation (SRMI)14, a popular technique used to generate synthetic versions of confidential 
datasets by sampling from the joint distribution of the original data (We used this to generate 
knockoffs in Figure 3). Here, each knockoff is generated sequentially by regressing the rest of the 
targets and any knockoffs generated so far against its paired target. With this approach, any 
appropriate regression model can be used – potentially including the deep topic model we propose 
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in studentship 1. 
Integrating knockoff generation into atlas 
formation will lead to both localised levels of 
identification confidence and key information on 
the distinguishability of each entity against close 
doppelgangers – exceptionally useful for 
assessing the value of potential biomarkers, for 
example. Moreover, there is unique opportunity 
to make knockoff generation, and hence FDR-
control, context-specific – i.e. based on entities 
that are likely to be present in a biological 
sample and moderated by how likely they are to 
co-exist. FDR methods currently breakdown 
when the candidate library is significantly larger 
than the set of entities that are really present – 
a fundamental unsolved problem15. My 
approach avoids this issue through construction 
of parsimonious stratified atlases based on 
context (e.g. by tissue type etc., or automatically 
with data-driven embedding & clustering). 

 Mentoring of Responsible Research & 
Innovation 
The biomedical advancements we have co-
created underline the need to build embedded, 
symbiotic relationships across the study 
lifecycle and beyond; the statistical data scientist must not just be a methodology provider but must 
gain a reflective understanding of how and why the tools are used, and the tacit and often conflicting 
assumptions and incentives of stakeholders from different backgrounds (instrument providers, 
experimentalists, informaticians, farmers, public) in data generation, methods use and results 
interpretation. Through this process the stakeholders will better understand the possibilities and 
limitations of statistical AI methodology and its role in Reproducible Research, helping the 
methodologist co-create more relevant and impactful tools with a core focus on RRI. We will 
therefore ensure that methodology co-creation and pathways to impact will be fully integrated: The 
following training and mentorship will be delivered during the studentship(s):   
1. Networking events will bring together industry, experimentalists and end-users together with 

statistical AI researchers, first at the Turing Institute and then at SCIEX with a focus on ‘walk and 
talk’ discussion with hands-on demonstration of on-going studies and perceived challenges.  

2. Opportunities seeded at an event, whether surrounding methodology or RRRI, will be developed 
into a challenge to be tackled in Data Study Group format – a one-week hackathon with 
collaborators, the wider Turing network, and input from experts in Responsible Research & 
Innovation. We have found such sandpits invaluable to elucidate more than a superficial 
understanding of the data/challenge requirements. 

3. Based on reflection of the data study group, we will instigate a student secondment in SCIEX 
followed by continued industrial mentoring, potentially with a longer placement to really get to 
understand the intrinsic culture and approaches of an organisation. A second data study group 
will take place at the host institute to rapidly prototype areas of opportunity. 

4. We will run sessions with industry partners, UoB Research Enterprise Development and Policy 
Bristol to prototype and test use cases and business models for responsible commercialisation. 
The key aim will be for seconded researchers to take ownership of blue-sky idea generation for 
subsequent development of post-doctoral Fellowship, KTP associate, BBSRC Enterprise 
Fellowship and/or Innovation Scholar secondment applications. 

 The Mini Project 
The student is not expected to have any knowledge of biology or mass spectrometry - during the 
mini-project they will develop a relevant understanding of how MS works and its use in clinical 
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Figure 3: Comparing target-decoy/knockoff 
generation on toy binary covariates (left). (a) 
An unordered set of decoys are generated to 
mimic the distributional properties of the 
targets. Scores for targets and decoys W are 
calculated separately and merged before 
ranking to estimate FDR. (b) Knockoffs 
additionally ensure that each knockoff acts as 
a personalised control for its paired target. By 
ranking each target normalised by its paired 
knockoff, FDR control accounts for the 
possibility of false discovery due to close 
similarity with other targets.
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discovery, and how the current paradigm pattern matches a ‘spectral library’ of characterised signals 
to a MS dataset together with the caveats in results interpretation. The student will spend a week 
with SCIEX (Warrington) and at the Stoller Biomarker Discovery Centre (Manchester) in order to be 
exposed to the workflows in both mass spectrometry R&D and at a clinical laboratory, in order to 
gain an understanding in the challenges faced in high-accuracy high-throughput biological analysis. 
They will work with the bioinformaticians in both the Stoller and in Bristol (Dowsey’s group) to 
appreciate the challenges in the current computational pipeline. Finally, they will review the state-of-
the-art in sparse LDA approaches, providing a core implementation on a sample dataset to inform 
their novel research for Project 1, or to develop FDR-control on for Project 2.  
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